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129 Clyde Avenue, Baldivis

SPACIOUS HOME
This home won’t last long as it has everything to call a large family home.
Walking into the front door, you will welcome the large double entrance opening to the study room and the
theatre room. Indulge yourself in the large entertaining theatre room with your friends and family. The
spacious main bedroom can easily fit a king-size bed, desk, retreat furniture with a generous walk-in robe. It
also comes with an ensuite bathroom. All remaining bedrooms are queen size and come with individual built-in
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SOLD
Residential
768
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260 m2

wardrobes.
The separate theatre room is huge, just perfect for sports or a weekend movie. Bring your projector and
screen, then you will have your indoor cinema. The study room is intact and it can be converted to a home
office.
The Functional U-shaped kitchen with an overhead cabinet gives you enough space to store all your cooking
utensils and keep your kitchen neat and tidy at all time.
The open plan living and dining is just perfect for a large family and the wide-angled window and the bright
presentation will lift your life brilliantly in this growing suburb.
The Stockland Shopping Centre, IGA and all well-known local cafes are within a short distance away. Schools
are just within a short distance and you can walk to the nearest bus stop.
This property is tenanted until May 2021 and is perfect for both homeowner and property investor.
Inspect today!
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